
Using the Hover

 Flying High
The Hover board is an intriguing piece of 

hardware that will make interacting with your 

Raspberry Pi much more interesting. By Paul C. Brown

in Hover parlance): up, down, left, and 
right. To execute an up swipe, for example, 
you’d wave your hand over it from bottom 
to top, for a down swipe from top to bot-
tom, and so on.

This all works because the board sends a 
stream of 8 bits over its SDA/ SCL pins when 
an event is detected. The first 3 bits indicate 
the type of event – a tap or a swipe. The 
other 5 bits are directional, indicating where 
the tap was detected or the direction of the 
swipe. You can see how this works in Fig-
ure 2.

If the first three bits are 010, then the board 
has been tapped; as shown in Figure 2, the 
tap is on the north area. If the first three bits 
are 001, however, then the board has de-
tected a hovering gesture. In Figure 2, the 
swipe is a bottom to top (i.e., an up) swipe. 
See the box called “The Physics of Hovering” 
for more information.

Wiring Up
To connect your Hover to your Raspberry Pi, 
you need to wire it as shown in Figures 3 
and 4. Just in case that’s not clear, here is a 
detailed explanation of what plugs in where:
1. The Hover is powered by any of the two 

3V3 pins on the Pi, so you connect one of 
those to the 3V3 pin on the Hover (red 
cable) and hook the Hover’s 3V3 pin to its 
own HOST_V+ pin (white cable on the 
breadboard).

2. The Hover sends information over its SCL 
(clock) and SDA (data) pins, so you con-
nect those (yellow and orange cables, re-
spectively), and you hook them up to the 
Pi’s GPIO 3 (the Pi’s SCL input pin) and 
GPIO 2 (the Pi’s SDA input pin).

3. Connect the Hover’s GND pin to any of the 
Pi’s GND pins (black cable).

This little square of awe-
some only measures 
about 6 square centi-
meters (just over 2 

square inches), but it has great po-
tential for exciting and fun projects. 

The Hover board [1] has five sensitive 
tap areas: center (in Figure 1, the cen-

tral, gridded area), north (the narrow band at 
the top of the board), south (the band at the 
bottom), east (the band on the right), and 
west (the band on the left). It can also detect 
double taps (similar to double clicks on a 
mouse button) and simultaneous taps on 
multiple areas. You could, for example, tap 
on north and east at the same time, and the 
Hover would pick it up just fine.

What makes the Hover really exciting is 
that it can also detect movements you make 
above it, without touching it. It can detect 
four kinds of “hovering” swipes (or gestures 

Figure 1: The Hover packs five tapping areas and 

detects four kinds of “hovering” swipes in a 6cm square. Le
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4. Connect the Hover’s RESET and TS pins to 
any of the Pi’s remaining general purpose 
GPIOs. The official documentation [2] rec-
ommends GPIOs 23 and 24, because, it 
says, that’s what’s hardcoded into the 
Hover Python module. It seems, however, 
that the module was modified after the doc-
umentation was written, and you can now 
pass the GPIOs of your choice to the mod-
ule as parameters. I decided not to risk it 
and hooked up the TS pin to GPIO 23 (blue 
cable) and the RESET pin to GPIO 24 (green 
cable), as they say on the Hover website.

If you wired everything correctly, the red 
LED on the Hover should come on when you 
power up the Pi. If it doesn’t, review each 
connection, making sure you plugged each 
cable into its corresponding GPIO.

TesTing
Now that you have the Hover all wired up, 
I’ll show how to get it talking to your Pi. 

You’re going to need a set of drivers and 
tools to make this happen:

$ sudo apt‑get install i2c‑tools

The I2C tools and the drivers that come with 
them are very useful because the I2C proto-
col regulates input from devices, like the 
Hover, that use the SDA and SCL pins. If you 
often tinker with hardware, you’ll need these 
for future projects.

You should also install the Python bindings 
for Linux SMBus access through i2c‑dev:

$ sudo apt‑get U
  install U
  python‑smbus

These will come 
in useful later 

How does the Hover really work, 
though? Well, the technology is similar 
to that of capacitive tablet screens: The 
screen itself generates an electric field. 
When you touch a conductive element 
(like your bare finger) to the screen, the 
transfer of charge to your body creates a 
distortion in the electrical field. The tablet 
picks up the coordinates of the distortion 
and triggers an event at that position.

In the case of the Hover, if you turn it over, 
you’ll see a tight grid of capacitive elec-
trodes. These electrodes create an electri-
cal field that reaches up, above the board, 
to a height of approximately 12 centime-
ters (about 5 inches). When you move an 
electrically conductive body (e.g., your 

hand) into the field, again the field is dis-
torted as electricity is transferred to your 
hand, and the electrodes pick up the dis-
tortion. Although the resolution of the 
field is too coarse to detect the exact coor-
dinates of the distortion, by detecting 
which electrodes register the distortion 
over time, the Hover can work out which 
way the body is moving within the field 
and inform of the direction of the swipe.

Note that the body that enters the electric 
field has to be conductive. That’s why ca-
pacitive touchscreens don’t work while 
you’re wearing gloves, and the Hover 
won’t register anything if you wave a 
plastic ruler around over it, for example.

Yes, I tried both. For science.

the Physics of hovering

Figure 2: Hover sends eight bits over the wire to your 

Pi or Arduino when it detects an event.

Figure 3: How to connect the Hover to your Raspberry Pi.

Figure 4: Top: the Hover connected to the Raspberry Pi. Bottom left: 

detail of the connections on the Hover’s end. Bottom right: detail of the 

connections on the Pi’s end.
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# blacklist i2c‑bcm2708

Reboot your Pi and run the diagnostic pro-
gram:

$ sudo i2cdetect ‑y 1

You should see something like the output 
shown in Figure 5. The 42 somewhere 
within the grid is the Hover identifying itself 
to the Pi.

pyThon TesTs
The Hover software for the Raspberry Pi [3] 
can be downloaded with

$ git clone https://github.com/U
  jonco91/hover_raspberrypi.git

It contains a library (Hover_library.py) that, 
according to the official documentation, has 
to be copied or linked into the directory that 
contains the Hover program you want to run. 
You can also copy it to a standard Python li-
brary directory, like /usr/lib/python2.7, and 
then it will be accessible by all Python 
scripts.

You can use a couple of example programs 
to check that everything is working correctly. 
The Hover_example.py script prints out the 
binary code and the name of the event of 
each gesture and tap the Hover detects. Run 
it with

$ sudo python Hover_example.py

and you should see output similar to that 
shown in Figure 6.

A bit more interesting is the Hover drum 
machine. You can find it in the examples/ di-
rectory. Run it with

$ sudo python Hover_drum.py

and use your gestures to play back some 
geeky sounds. If your Pi is hooked up to a 
screen without sound (like a computer 
monitor), you can change the audio output 
with

$ amixer ‑c 0 cset numid=3 1

to the analog sound output (and away from 
the HDMI) and then hook up some head-
phones or speakers to the Pi to hear the 
drum machine. To change the audio output 
back to the HDMI, use:

$ amixer ‑c 0 cset numid=3 2

when you want to use Python with the 
Hover.

Now you need to load the I2C modules into 
your kernel. You can do this by typing:

$ sudo modprobe i2c‑dev
$ sudo modprobe i2c‑bcm2708

You could load the modules manually like 
this every time you needed to use the Hover, 
but you’re probably better off if you have 
Raspbian load them automatically at boot 
time by adding them to the /etc/modules file. 
To do this, use your favorite editor (I use 
Vim) to open the file,

$ sudo vim /etc/modules

and add the following lines to the bottom of 
the file:

i2c‑dev
i2c‑bcm2708

Save and close the file.
Now you  have just one more thing to do: 

For some reason, the i2c‑bcm2708 module is 
blacklisted in the default Raspbian setup. 
This means the driver will be blocked when 
you try to load it, unless you take it off the 
blacklist. To do so, open the /etc/mod‑
probe.d/ raspi‑blacklist.conf file with 
your text editor

$ sudo vim /etc/modprobe.d/U
  raspi‑blacklist.conf

and comment 
out the line 
that says

blacklist U
  i2c‑bcm2708

by adding a 
hash in front 
of the line:

Figure 6: With Hover_example.py, you can check that the Hover understands your gestures.

Figure 5: The 42 in the middle of the grid is the Hover identifying itself to 

your Raspberry Pi.
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On a side note, the version that came with 
my download had an error: To correct it, 
open Hover_drum.py with your favorite text 
editor and change the line that says:

ahems = pygame.mixer.Sound('samples/ahem.wav')

to the line:

ahems = pygame.mixer.Sound('samples/ahems.wav')

Now the sound for the left swipe will work.
While you have Hover_drum.py open, take 

a look at the code and notice how easy it is 
to use the Hover with Python on the Pi. 
There really isn’t very much to it. In fact, you 
can use Hover_drum.py to create a template 
(Listing 1) you can use in all your Hover-
based programs.

Include this code into your program and 
substitute the comments (# West tap, 
# Swipe down, etc.) for whatever you want 
your application to do, and your Hover-based 
project will just work.

DeskTop ConTrol
Making funny noises might be fun, but it’s 
not very useful. Instead, you can use the 
Hover to control your desktop à la Minority 
Report. You’re going to need several bits and 
pieces for this project. I’ve already covered 
the Hover, and you’ll need the template in 

Listing 1. You’ll also need some way to trans-
late the Hover’s input into key presses or 
mouse actions that the Raspbian LXDE desk-
top can understand, because the desktop re-
sponds to those, not information sent over 
the GPIOs. Finally, you’re going to need to 
learn how the LXDE key bindings work and 
how to create your own.

The first thing to do is find a way to make 
Raspbian believe that signals coming from 
the Hover are key presses. You can do this in 
several ways, including the rather involved 
approach of writing a kernel module. Fortu-
nately, you don’t need to go so hard core; the 
Python developers have you covered with 
Python-uinput [4].

This module fits the ticket perfectly. Not 
only you can use it to write scripts that send 
key presses to the operating system, but it 
can also help you simulate a mouse. To in-
stall Python-uinput, you will first have to in-
stall pip, which is a Python-specific package 
manager:

$ sudo apt‑get install python‑pip

The Pip manager works much like Apt. Run

$ pip help

and you’ll see a summary of the possible ac-
tions.

01  import time

02  from Hover_library import Hover

03  hover = Hover(ad dress=0x42, ts=23, 
reset=24)

04  

05  try:

06    while True:

07      if (hover.getStatus() == 0):

08        message = hover.getEvent()

09        type(message)

10        if (message == "01000010"):

11          # West tap

12          pass

13        elif (message == "01010000"):

14          # Center tap

15          pass

16        elif (message == "01001000"):

17          # East tap

18          pass

19        elif (message == "01000001"):

20          # South tap

21          pass

22        elif (message == "01000100"):

23          # North tap

24          pass
25        elif (message == "00100010"):
26          # Swipe right
27          pass
28        elif (message == "00100100"):
29          # Swipe left
30          pass
31        elif (message == "00110000"):
32          # Swipe down
33          pass
34        elif (message == "00101000"):
35          # Swipe up
36          pass
37  
38        hover.setRelease()
39      time.sleep(0.0008)
40  
41  except KeyboardInterrupt:
42    print "Exiting..."
43    hover.end()
44  
45  except:
46    print "Something has gone wrong..."
47    hover.end()

Listing 1: A Hover Template

Hover board
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If you want to send a combination of two 
or more keys, it’s exactly the same, except 
you use the emit_combo() method with a 
tuple containing all the keys. To send 
Alt+Ctrl+Del, you’d use:

device.emit_combo([uinput.KEY_LEFTALT, U
  uinput.KEY_LEFTCTRL, uinput.KEY_DELETE])

To see a complete list of all keys and buttons 
(remember, uinput also does mice), look at 
the /usr/include/linux/input.h file on your 
Pi. When I say “complete” I mean very com-
plete: You may freak out looking for your 
KEY_ZENKAKUHANKAKU key on your keyboard or 
the BTN_TOOL_AIRBRUSH button on your 
mouse.

Relax. Remember that Linux has to be 
ready for tons of architectures and peripher-
als. This includes non-Western keyboards 
and exotic devices used by designers. Look 
for things that sound familiar. If you want to 
use the function (F) keys, for example, 
you’ll see that they follow the pattern KEY_
F1, KEY_F2, and so on. Easy enough, right? 
Likewise for other keys. Even most of the 
more exotic key codes should be pretty 
clear. KEY_EJECTCD does what it says on the 
box, although, admittedly the KEY_COFEE is 
pretty mysterious. Not that you’ll need ei-
ther with your Pi.

Using uinput with the Hover is simple. 
When you run the program Hover_pi.py 
(Listing 4) with

$ sudo python Hover_pi.py

it sends a P key press every time you swipe 
right and a I key press every time you swipe 
left.

All BoUnD Up
To recap, now you know how to get the 
Hover talking to your Raspberry Pi and how 
to translate what the Hover says to certain 
key presses.

The last piece of the puzzle is working out 
what the LXDE key bindings are and how to 

Before you install Python-uinput, you’ll 
need the libudev development files, a depen-
dency that will let you compile the Python 
module correctly:

$ sudo apt‑get install libudev‑dev

This library allows programs to access and 
manage devices, such as mice and key-
boards, so it makes sense that it is a Python-
uinput dependency.

Once libudev is installed, you can go 
ahead and install Python-uinput:

$ sudo pip install python‑uinput

Before running any Python scripts that use 
the Python-uinput module, you will have to 
load the operating system’s uinput kernel 
module into the kernel:

$ sudo modprobe uinput

As I showed earlier with the I2C modules, 
you can do this by hand each time after start-
ing your Raspberry Pi, or you can add uinput 
on a separate line in the /etc/modules file 
and have Raspbian load the module auto-
matically at boot time.

If you do the latter, your modules file should 
now look like Listing 2. You can now reboot 
and, by the time you reach the command line 
or desktop, the uinput module will be loaded 
and ready to use.

As you can see in the examples on the Py-
thon-uinput homepage [4], usage is quite 
straightforward: You import the uinput mod-
ule into your script, create a Device object 
with all the keys you need to simulate en-
closed within a tuple (a list of variables or 
objects enclosed in [square brackets]), wait a 
bit, and then send them to the operating sys-
tem using the emit_click() method.

Listing 3, for example, will send a P key 
press and an I key press (printing out pi on 

the active win-
dow) when 
run.01  # /etc/modules: kernel modules to load at boot time.

02  #
03  # Th is file contains the names of kernel modules that 

should be loaded
04  # at  boot time, one per line. Lines beginning with "#" 

are ignored.
05  # Parameters can be specified after the module name.
06  
07  snd‑bcm2835
08  i2c‑dev
09  i2c‑bcm2708
10  uinput

Listing 2: Modified modules File

01  import time

02  import uinput

03  

04  device = uinput.Device ([uinput.KEY_P, uinput.KEY_I,])

05  

06  time.sleep(1)

07  device.emit_click(uinput.KEY_P)

08  device.emit_click(uinput.KEY_I)

Listing 3: Print “pi” with Python-uinput

Hover board
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make your own. Key bindings are the name 
for the different key combinations mapped to 
actions on the LXDE desktop. So, for exam-
ple, while holding down the Alt key and hit-
ting the F4 key (Alt+F4), you can close the 
active window (in computer desktop par-
lance, by the way, the active window is said 
to have the focus).

Try it: Open an empty Leafpad window 
and hit Alt+F4. This works because Alt+F4 
is a default key combination bound to the 
close window action in LXDE (and many 
other desktops).

You can modify your Hover_pi.py program 
to link the close window action to a Hover 
down swipe. Open Hover_pi.py with your fa-
vorite editor (e.g., IDLE) and change the line 
that says

device = uinput.Device (U
  [uinput.KEY_P, uinput.KEY_I,])

to

device = uinput.Device ([uinput.KEY_P, U
  uinput.KEY_I, uinput.KEY_LEFTALT, U
  uinput.KEY_F4,])

and change the lines that say

elif (message == "00110000"):
        # Swipe down
        pass

to the lines:

elif (message == "00110000"):
   # Swipe down
   device.emit_combo ([uinput.KEY_LEFTALT, U
                       uinput.KEY_F4])

Save the file as Hover_LXDEcontrol.py.
If you’re not already in the graphical desk-

top, start it with startx. Open a terminal, 
navigate to where you are storing your pro-
grams, and run Hover_LXDEcontrol.py with:

$ sudo python Hover_LXDEcontrol.py

Now open a new window, such as the calcu-
lator or another empty Leafpad session. 
Make sure the new window has the focus 
(click on the title bar of the window if you’re 
not sure). If you wave right and left, and the 
app you opened has an area in which you 
can type text, the letters p and i should ap-
pear in the window. If you wave down, the 
window will close. I’m pretty sure that by 
now you’re seeing where this is going.

01  import time

02  from Hover_library import Hover

03  hover = Hover(address=0x42, ts=23, reset=24)

04  

05  import uinput

06  device = uinput.Device ([uinput.KEY_P, uinput.KEY_I,])

07  

08  try:

09    while True:

10      if (hover.getStatus() == 0):

11        message = hover.getEvent()

12        type(message)

13        if (message == "01000010"):

14          # West tap

15          pass

16        elif (message == "01010000"):

17          # Center tap

18          pass

19        elif (message == "01001000"):

20          # East tap

21          pass

22        elif (message == "01000001"):

23          # South tap

24          pass

25        elif (message == "01000100"):

26          # North tap

27          pass

28        elif (message == "00100010"):

29          # Swipe right

30          device.emit_click(uinput.KEY_P)

31        elif (message == "00100100"):

32          # Swipe left

33          device.emit_click(uinput.KEY_I)

34        elif (message == "00110000"):

35          # Swipe down

36          pass

37        elif (message == "00101000"):

38          # Swipe up

39          pass

40  

41        hover.setRelease()

42      time.sleep(0.0008)   #sleep for 1ms

43  

44  except KeyboardInterrupt:

45    print "Exiting..."

46    hover.end()

47  

48  except:

49    print "Something has gone wrong..."

50    hover.end()

Listing 4: Hover_pi.py

Hover board
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You’ll notice the syntax is different from 
uinput: Here, A stands for the Alt key, F4 
stands for the F4 key, and you join the keys 
together with a hyphen. The Alt key is 
called a modifier, by the way. You can see 
the most common modifiers and how they 
are abbreviated to create key bindings in 
LXDE in Table 1.

To combine two or more modifiers to-
gether, use hyphens. The Ctrl+Alt+Del 
combo becomes C‑A‑Delete, for example.

You know that the F4 is F4 for LXDE, and 
that the Del key is Delete (because I just 
told you), but what about the rest of the 
keys? To find out, you can use the xev pro-
gram (Figure 7). Run it from a terminal 
within LXDE and a little square window 
pops up. Maintain the focus on this little 
window and press any key. Something like 
what is shown Listing 5 will appear in the 
terminal window.

The term in bold is the name LXDE assigns 
to the key that is pressed. In this case, I 
pressed the Up arrow key and the name 
LXDE assigned to it is, unsurprisingly, Up.

Now that you know the keys, you need to 
know the actions you can bind them to (see 
the <action name="Close"/> line above). You 
can find a complete list of LXDE actions on-
line [5]. Next, you’re going to create four 
new key bindings to four actions that later 
you will associate with each of the swipe di-
rections.

In Table 2, you can see the combinations I 
chose, along with the actions, uinput equiv-
alents, and the swipes I associated with 
them.

First, create the new bindings in the 
lxde‑rc.xml file. If you still have it open in 
Leafpad, add the lines you see in Listing 6 
inside the <keyboard> … </keyboard> sec-
tion.

Save the file and execute

$ openbox ‑‑reconfigure

in a terminal window so LXDE picks up your 
new key bindings.

Now you can try out your bindings. Click 
on a window to give it the focus, hold down 

You know 
that LXDE has 
Alt+F4 con-
figured by de-
fault, but 
what other de-
fault key bind-
ings does 
LXDE use? To 
find out, open 
the file /home/
pi/.con fig/
open box/
lxde‑rc.xml in 

Leafpad, scroll down to the <keyboard> … 
</keyboard> section, and you can see them. 
The key binding to close a window is the 
chunk of code that says:

  <keybind key="A‑F4">
    <action name="Close"/>
  </keybind>

Abbreviation Key

S Shift key

C Control key

A Alt key

W Super key (usually bound to the Windows key 
on keyboards that have one)

tabLe 1: Key Modifiers

Figure 7: The xev app lets you find out the name of the keys you press.

 KeyRelease event, serial 48, synthetic NO, window 0x1400001,

    root 0x43, subw 0x0, time 12439770, (‑564,523), root:(259,923),

    state 0x0, keycode 111 (keysym 0xff52, Up), same_screen YES,

    XLookupString gives 0 bytes:

    XFilterEvent returns: Fals

Listing 5: xev Output

01    <!‑‑ Hover Key bindings ‑‑>

02    <keybind key="A‑Up">

03          <action name="ToggleShade"/>

04    </keybind>

05  

06    <keybind key="A‑Down">

07          <action name="Iconify"/>

08    </keybind>

09  

10   <keybind key="A‑Left">

11          <action name="MoveToEdge"><direction>west</direction></action>

12    </keybind>

13  

14    <keybind key="A‑Right">

15          <action name="MoveToEdge"><direction>east</direction></action>

16    </keybind>

Listing 6: Hover Key Bindings
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the Alt key, and press the Up arrow key; the 
window should fold up like a blind, leaving 
only its title bar visible. Press the combina-
tion again, and the window should unfold. 
Holding down the Alt key and pressing the 
Down arrow key should minimize the win-
dow to the bottom panel. Finally, hold 
down the Alt key and press the Left or Right 
arrow keys, and the window should move to 
the left or right edge of the screen.

Once everything’s working, you can now 
rewrite your Hover_LXDEcontrol.py script. It 
should look similar to Listing 7.

Now try it! Run your script with

$ sudo python Hover_LXDEcontrol.py

or, if you prefer to run the script in the back-
ground as a daemon, run

$ sudo python Hover_LXDEcontrol.py&

and enjoy.

ConClUsion
In this article you learned how to use the 
Raspberry Pi with the Hover, a cheap (US$ 39) 
hardware add-on that can detect gestures and 
taps, and Python-uinput to convert input from 
the Hover (or any GPIO-based hardware) into 
keystrokes then use those keystrokes to take 
actions on your LXDE desktop. For all practi-
cal purposes, you have a cool system to con-
trol your desktop with a wave of your hand.

This setup might not have the fancy looks 
of the interface Tom Cruise used in Minority 
Report, but for less than 100 bucks, I dare say 
it is much cheaper – and, you don’t need that 
clunky glove either.  ● ● ●

Key Binding Action uinput Hover Swipe Explanation
A-Up ToggleShade [KEY_LEFTALT, KEY_UP] Up Shade (fold up) or unshade (roll down) the window

A-Down Iconify [KEY_LEFTALT, KEY_DOWN] Down Minimize the window

A-Left MoveToEdge [KEY_LEFTALT, KEY_LEFT] Left Move the window to the left edge

A-Right MoveToEdge [KEY_LEFTALT, KEY_RIGHT] Right Move the window to the right edge

tabLe 2: Key Bindings and Swipes

01  import time

02  from Hover_library import Hover

03  hover = Hover(address=0x42, ts=23, reset=24)

04  

05  import uinput

06  device = uinput.Device ([

07                          uinput.KEY_LEFTALT,

08                          uinput.KEY_UP,

09                          uinput.KEY_DOWN,

10                          uinput.KEY_LEFT,

11                          uinput.KEY_RIGHT,

12                         ])

13  

14  try:

15    while True:

16  

17      if (hover.getStatus() == 0):

18        message = hover.getEvent()

19        type(message)

20        if (message == "01000010"):

21          # West tap

22          pass

23        elif (message == "01010000"):

24          # Center tap

25          pass

26        elif (message == "01001000"):

27          # East tap

28          pass

Listing 7: Hover_LXDEcontrol.py (Final Version)
29        elif (message == "01000001"):
30          # South tap
31          pass
32        elif (message == "01000100"):
33          # North tap
34          pass
35        elif (message == "00100010"):
36          # Swipe right
37          device.emit_combo ([uinput.KEY_LEFTALT, uinput.KEY_RIGHT])
38        elif (message == "00100100"):
39          # Swipe left
40          device.emit_combo ([uinput.KEY_LEFTALT, uinput.KEY_LEFT])
41        elif (message == "00110000"):
42          # Swipe down
43          device.emit_combo ([uinput.KEY_LEFTALT, uinput.KEY_DOWN])
44        elif (message == "00101000"):
45          # Swipe up
46          device.emit_combo ([uinput.KEY_LEFTALT, uinput.KEY_UP])
47  
48        hover.setRelease()
49      time.sleep(0.0008)   #sleep for 1ms
50  
51  except KeyboardInterrupt:
52    print "Exiting..."
53    hover.end()
54  
55  except:
56    print "Something has gone wrong..."
57    hover.end()

[1]  Hover homepage:  
http://  www.  justhover.  com/

[2]  Official connection instruc-
tions: http://  www.  justhover. 
 com/  raspberry

[3]  Hover software for the Rasp-
berry Pi: https://  github.  com/ 
 jonco91/  hover_raspberrypi

[4]  Python-uinput: http://  tjjr.  fi/ 
 sw/  python‑uinput/

[5]  List of LXDE bindable ac-
tions: http://  openbox.  org/ 
 wiki/  Help:Actions
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